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     Ocean Action Pod  
TEACHER’S NOTES - Stages 2-4 

 

AIMS:  

 Students learn about the impact of marine debris on wildlife, food chains and our own 

wellbeing. 

 Students understand that marine debris is a local, national and global issue. 

 Students are able to make choices about their use of plastic products and alternatives 

that help reduce the amount of marine debris in our oceans. 

 

BACKGROUND INFO:  

This excursion covers a topic that will affect our next generation of students on a large scale: the 

plastic pollution of our oceans, including its effects on marine wildlife, food webs and marine 

ecosystems as a whole. The Ocean Action Pod will allow students to develop informed attitudes 

to this issue by combining current science related to living things in marine ecosystems 

(presented on a level appropriate for their Stage) with information about the impacts of marine 

plastic pollution on such ecosystems.  

Activities at the Pod focus on three main topics:  

1. What is marine debris? (e.g. sorting good and bad plastic, investigate how plastic breaks 

apart, studying plastic samples and playing marine debris bingo); 

2. Why is it a threat to marine life? (e.g. food-web games, studying food web graphics, 

creating ‘jelly fish’ out of plastic bags, studying plastics and natural materials under 

magnifying lamps); and 

3. What can we do?  (e.g. videos suggesting solutions, creating plastic pollution collages, 

filling out ‘Ocean Action Hero’ booklet ). Students will explore their own solutions to 

avoiding the ‘plastic scourge’ in our oceans. They will go home with a positive and 

empowering message of how they can make a difference, for example by avoiding 

single-use plastics and responsibly disposing of other plastic products. 
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Teachers have the option of a regular 2-hour visit or an extended 4.5-hour visit, which also 

includes a DIY beach clean-up to collect plastic debris from the beach (where we provide the 

equipment plus instructions and your staff run it). The latter includes data collection on tally 

sheets and sorting of marine debris into categories.  Two-hour visits are from either 9.30–11.30 

am or 12–2 pm and include one 10minute break; 9.30am – 2pm session includes a suggested 20 

minute lunch break.  Timing of beach clean-up can take the tides into account – low tide is best. 

 

The Ocean Action Pod has been developed with funds obtained from the NSW Environment 

Trust. Funds from this trust are highly competitive and our project was successful because it was 

regarded as of high relevance to the education of our future citizens.  A standardised risk 

assessment and other resources are available at www.oceanactionpod.org. 

 

CURRICULUM LINKS: 

STAGE 2  

NSW Science K-10 Syllabus (2012)i 

ST2-11LW describes ways that science knowledge helps people understand the effect of their actions on 

the environment and on the survival of living things. 

ST2-1VA shows interest in and enthusiasm for science and technology, responding to their curiosity, 

questions and perceived needs, wants and opportunities. 

ST2-2VA demonstrates a willingness to engage responsibly with local, national and global issues relevant 

to their lives, and to shaping sustainable futures. 

ST2-3VA develops informed attitudes about the current and future use and influence of science and 

technology based on reason. 

NSW Geography K-10 Syllabus (2015)ii  

Protection of Environments: ACHGK023, ACHGK024, ACHGK025 investigate sustainable practices that 

protect environments, including those of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples. 

NSW HSIE K-6 Syllabus (2006)iii  

Patterns of Place and Location: ENS2.5: describes places in the local area and other parts of Australia and 

explains their significance. 

Relationship with Places: ENS2.6: Describes people’s interactions with environments and identifies 

responsible ways of interacting with environments. 
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STAGE 3  

NSW Science K-10 Syllabus (2012)i 

ST3-2VA demonstrates a willingness to engage responsibly with local, national and global issues relevant 

to their lives, and to shaping sustainable futures. 

ST3-1VA shows interest in and enthusiasm for science and technology, responding to their curiosity, 

questions and perceived needs, wants and opportunities. 

ST3-3VA develops informed attitudes about the current and future use and influence of science and 

technology based on reason. 

NSW Geography K-10 Syllabus (2015)ii 

Factors that change environments: ACHGK026, ACHGK027: investigate the ways people change the natural 

environment in Australia and another country. 

Humans shape places: ACHGK029: Students investigate how people influence places. 

 NSW HSIE K-6 Syllabus (2006)iii 

Patterns of Place and Location: ENS3.5: Demonstrates an understanding of the interconnectedness 

between Australia and global environments and how individuals and groups can act in an ecologically 

responsible manner. 

Relationship with Place: ENS3.6: Explains how various beliefs and practices influence the ways in which 

people interact with, change and value their environment. 

 

STAGE 4  

NSW Science Syllabus (2012 ) i 

SC4-13ES explains how advances in scientific understanding of processes that occur within and on the 

Earth, influence the choices people make about resource use and management. 

SC4-8WS selects and uses appropriate strategies, understanding and skills to produce creative and 

plausible solutions to identified problems. 

SC4-2VA shows a willingness to engage in finding solutions to science-related personal, social and global 

issues, including shaping sustainable futures. 

NSW Geography Years 7-10 Syllabus (2003)iv 

4.5. demonstrates a sense of place about global environments. 

4.8 describes the interrelationships between people and environments. 

NSW Geography K-10 Syllabus (2015) ii 

The water cycle: ACHGK038: investigate how the operation of the water cycle connects people and places.  

Production and consumption: ACHGK068: investigate the effects of the production and consumption of 

goods on people, places and environments throughout the world. 
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PRE-VISIT LEARNING ACTIVITIES:  

1. Stormwater Audit  

 Brainstorm: what happens to the loom band and other plastic items on the ground when it 

rains?  

 Conduct a stormwater audit following the procedures described in http://www.rumbalara-

e.schools.nsw.edu.au/documents/230888/231169/stormwater_audit_nov_17_08_132314280647

2.pdf (or google stormwater audit and Rumbalara Environmental Education centre) 

2. Video 

Search the Internet for videos about marine debris or marine plastic pollution, e.g.:  

For Stage 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GLgh9h2ePYw (The Majestic Plastic Bag – A 

"mockumentary" video that emphasises the stark reality of the plastic bag pollution situation.) or 

For Stage 3 & 4: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwTDvqaqPlM (Part of an ABC Catalyst 

program, BE AWARE it contains some graphic images of dead seabirds with stomachs cut open 

to reveal plastic inside). 12mins; or:  

http://www.tangaroablue.org/tangaroa-media/media-release/619-how-to-run-a-beach-clean-up-

video.html  (A 5 min video explaining what marine debris is and why it is a problem)  

For all stages, a story of a whale in Sydney Harbour that approached a fishing boat to have a 

plastic bag on its head removed by the fishermen: https://au.news.yahoo.com/a/29245783/first-

on-7-whales-clever-nudge-to-get-bag-removed-in-sydney-harbour/ 

Explore the webpage of the Take3 initiative with the students: http://www.take3.org.au/  

3. Food Webs  

Explore food webs in the ocean, with particular emphasis on how small plastic parts eaten by 

small fish can end up in big fish or in seabirds, or how plastic bags are mistaken as jelly fish and 

eaten by turtles.  

Some good activities are described in http://www.tangaroablue.org/images/education-kit/Upper-

Primary-4-6/Lesson-Plans/4-6-Lesson-2.pdf  

4. Plastic sea creatures  

Collect plastic bits from the playground in the school or a nearby beach and create 3D creatures 

out of this, such as crabs, jellyfish, turtles, etc. This should be a group activity and may result in 

either a few or only one creature that is small enough to easily be transported to the Ocean 

Action Pod on excursion day.  The creature will become part of the display and left at the Pod 

to be admired by other visitors.  

Examples for such plastic art: https://www.pinterest.com/washedashoreart/marine-debris-art/  

http://www.rumbalara-e.schools.nsw.edu.au/documents/230888/231169/stormwater_audit_nov_17_08_1323142806472.pdf
http://www.rumbalara-e.schools.nsw.edu.au/documents/230888/231169/stormwater_audit_nov_17_08_1323142806472.pdf
http://www.rumbalara-e.schools.nsw.edu.au/documents/230888/231169/stormwater_audit_nov_17_08_1323142806472.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GLgh9h2ePYw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwTDvqaqPlM
http://www.tangaroablue.org/tangaroa-media/media-release/619-how-to-run-a-beach-clean-up-video.html
http://www.tangaroablue.org/tangaroa-media/media-release/619-how-to-run-a-beach-clean-up-video.html
https://au.news.yahoo.com/a/29245783/first-on-7-whales-clever-nudge-to-get-bag-removed-in-sydney-harbour/
https://au.news.yahoo.com/a/29245783/first-on-7-whales-clever-nudge-to-get-bag-removed-in-sydney-harbour/
http://www.take3.org.au/
http://www.tangaroablue.org/images/education-kit/Upper-Primary-4-6/Lesson-Plans/4-6-Lesson-2.pdf
http://www.tangaroablue.org/images/education-kit/Upper-Primary-4-6/Lesson-Plans/4-6-Lesson-2.pdf
https://www.pinterest.com/washedashoreart/marine-debris-art/
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FOLLOW-UP LEARNING ACTIVITIES AT SCHOOL:  

At the Pod, students will all receive an ‘Ocean Action Hero’ booklet, which they can take back to 

school. In this booklet they can complete sections on their favourite beach or outdoor place and 

on the actions they plan to take to reduce marine debris in our oceans. They can also tick items 

they have found in a marine debris ID chart. 

In addition, teachers may like to consider additional follow-up activities:  

1. Reflection Head/Heart/Hands:  Ask students the following questions to facilitate a 

reflection of the excursion: 

 Head – what are three things you have learnt about marine debris and its impact on the 

environment?  

 Heart – how do you feel about that? 

 Hands – what can you do to make a difference?   

2. Create a slowmation video that shows how plastic debris affects marine wildlife or even us 

humans (by accumulating in the food chain). See example at https://youtu.be/3mTy5AAeXo. 

RESOURCES 

http://www.boomerangalliance.org.au/plastic_pollution_resources: various factsheets  

http://tangaroablue.org/resources/fact-sheets.html  factsheets about marine debris  

http://www.ehmp.org/HealthyWaterways/Resources/Posters.aspx useful posters  

http://www.cleanup.org.au/PDF/au/marinemenace.pdf lesson plan  

WHAT TO BRING  

 Sunhat, sunscreen, enclosed shoes, refillable water bottle, food to eat (as much as 

possible in re-usable/ non-disposable containers). 

 Teachers need to bring an extra first aid kit and may like to bring an antiseptic hand gel. 

Please obtain logistical and site details from our separate information sheet “ITINERARY”.  

CONTACT 

Brooklyn Sulaeman at brooklyn@tec.org.au or 02 9211 0255 (questions re this excursion)  

Curriculum references:  
i Board of Studies NSW. 2012. Science K-10 (incorporating Science and Technology K-6) Syllabus. Sydney, Australia: Board of Studies 
NSW.   
ii Board of Studies  NSW. 2015.  Geography K-10 Syllabus. Sydney, Australia: Board of Studies NSW. Optional curriculum for K-6 in 
2016, obligatory for K-6, Years 7&9  in 2017, obligatory for Years 8&10 in 2018.  
iii Board of Studies NSW. 2006. Human Society & Its Environment K-6 Syllabus. Sydney, Australia: Board of Studies NSW. See notes for 
ii above re when this will be replaced by new curriculum. 
iv Board of Studies NSW. 2003. Geography 7-10 Syllabus. Sydney, Australia: Board of Studies NSW. See notes for ii above re when this 
will be replaced by new curriculum.  
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